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ABSTRACT
Incidents in online service systems could dramatically degrade system availability and destroy user experience. To guarantee service
quality and reduce economic loss, it is essential to predict the occurrence of incidents in advance so that engineers can take some
proactive actions to prevent them. In this work, we propose an effective and interpretable incident prediction approach, called eWarn,
which utilizes historical data to forecast whether an incident will
happen in the near future based on alert data in real time. More
specifically, eWarn first extracts a set of effective features (including textual features and statistical features) to represent omen alert
patterns via careful feature engineering. To reduce the influence of
noisy alerts (that are not relevant to the occurrence of incidents),
eWarn then incorporates the multi-instance learning formulation.
Finally, eWarn builds a classification model via machine learning
and generates an interpretable report about the prediction result
via a state-of-the-art explanation technique (i.e., LIME). In this way,
an early warning signal along with its interpretable report can be
sent to engineers to facilitate their understanding and handling for
the incoming incident. An extensive study on 11 real-world online
service systems from a large commercial bank demonstrates the
effectiveness of eWarn, outperforming state-of-the-art alert-based
incident prediction approaches and the practice of incident prediction with alerts. In particular, we have applied eWarn to two large
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commercial banks in practice and shared some success stories and
lessons learned from real deployment.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, online service systems, such as online shopping, Ebank, and search engines, have become an indispensable part in
our daily life. Although tremendous efforts have been devoted to
software service maintenance (e.g., collecting various monitoring
data for a service system such as metrics [44, 46, 54], logs [19, 31, 51],
traces [55], and alerts [29]), due to their large scale and complexity,
incidents (i.e., unplanned interruption/outage to a service [2, 16,
25]) are still inevitable, which could lead to system unavailability
and huge economic loss [32]. For example, according to a recent
survey [1], the average cost per hour of server downtime is between
$301,000 and $400,000.
To reduce the influence of incidents and guarantee the quality of
software services, there are two widely-used ways in both academia
and industry [32, 33], i.e., predicting the occurrence of an incident
in advance so that engineers can take some proactive actions to prevent it [18, 43] and mitigate the already happened incident as soon
as possible [14, 15]. Our work focuses on the first way since this
way is able to directly avoid the occurrence of service unavailability
rather than reduce the time of service unavailability.
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In the literature, many efforts have been devoted to the first way,
i.e., predicting the occurrence of incidents in advance [18, 41, 42, 48],
but they still suffer from various limitations in practice. First, the
vast majority of prediction approaches target at the prediction of a
specific type of failures (such as disk failures [48], node failures [30],
switch failures [50], and equipment failures [42]), and thus are restricting in practice. Moreover, these prediction approaches utilize
logs or metrics to extract omen patterns for predicting the specific type of failures. However, tens of TBs of logs and more than
thousands of metrics tend to be generated per day for a large-scale
system [31], which could bring great challenges and costs to learn a
prediction model from massive data. Second, AirAlert was proposed
recently to predict general incidents and relies on lightweight alert
data [18], but its performance is unsatisfactory since it just considers the number of different types of alerts for prediction, which has
been demonstrated to be ineffective in our study (to be presented in
§ 4.2). Therefore, designing an effective and lightweight prediction
approach for general incidents is very essential.
In this paper, we aim to propose a novel approach to predicting
general incidents in real time. Similar to AirAlert, we also utilize
lightweight alert data for prediction since alerts are more highlevel and comprehensive. More specifically, alerts are generated
to report anomalies from other monitoring data (e.g., metrics [46],
logs [19, 31], and traces [55]), and thus avoid processing massive
logs or metrics. However, predicting incidents based on alert data
in practice also faces several challenges as follows. 1) Practical
alert data contain tens of attributes (to be introduced in § 2.1), and
thus how to extract useful information from them is challenging.
2) Not all alerts before the occurrence of an incident are helpful
for prediction, and the existence of noisy alerts could destroy the
prediction performance, and thus how to reduce the influence of
noisy alerts is the second challenge. 3) In addition to accurately
predicting the occurrence of an incident, an interpretable prediction
result should be provided to engineers in order to facilitate them to
understand and handle this incident, which is also challenging.
To overcome these challenges, in this paper we propose eWarn
(short for early Warning), an approach utilizing historical data to
predicting incidents in real time based on alert data. In particular,
we formulate the problem of incident prediction as a binary classification task of observation windows (to be presented in § 2.3),
where positive and negative samples refer to whether an incident
will occur or not within a particular time horizon based on the
alert data within the corresponding observation window respectively. In detail, eWarn first conducts feature engineering to extract a set of effective and interpretable features from alert data
within an observation window. Then, eWarn incorporates multiinstance learning [11, 42] to reduce the influence of noisy alerts by
assigning smaller weights to noisy alerts. Next, eWarn processes
the data imbalance problem due to the small frequency of incidents
in practice and builds a classification model via machine learning
(XGBoost [17]). After getting the prediction result in real time by
the learned model, an early warning would be sent to engineers
if an incident is predicted to occur in the near future. Along with
the prediction result, eWarn also utilizes LIME [38], a state-of-theart explanation technique, to generate a report for engineers to
interpret the prediction result in a visualization manner.
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We conducted an extensive study to investigate the performance
of eWarn based on 11 real-world online service systems in a large
commercial bank (named A in this paper due to the double-blind
policy), which supports more than one hundred million users and
includes hundreds of service systems. For each system, engineers
provided us three-year alert data and incidents. Our experimental results show that eWarn performs the best by comparing with
the state-of-the-art alert-based incident prediction approach (i.e.,
AirAlert [18]), a novel approach to predicting a specific type of
failures based on logs [49] (we adapted it to fit our problem, i.e.,
general incident prediction based on alerts), and the current practice of incident prediction with alerts in bank A. For example, the
average F1-score of eWarn is 0.82 while those of the other three
approaches are 0.51, 0.60, and 0.10 respectively. Also, our results
confirm the contributions of main components in eWarn (i.e., the
multi-instance learning component, the feature engineering component, and the classification model building component) to the
overall performance of eWarn. In particular, we have applied eWarn
to two large commercial banks (including A) and indeed achieved
great effectiveness in practice. We have presented four specific
cases in practice and discussed lessons learned in § 5.
To sum up, this work has the following major contributions:
• We propose an effective and interpretable approach, called eWarn,
to predicting general incidents in real time based on alert data,
which could send an early warning signal about an incoming
incident including an interpretable prediction result for engineers
to facilitate them to adopt proactive actions to avoid the incident
in advance.
• We conduct an extensive study based on 11 real-world online
service systems (engineers provided us three-year alert data and
incidents for each system) by comparing state-of-the-art incident
prediction approaches and the current practice for incident prediction based on alert data. Our experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of eWarn and confirm the contributions of main
components in eWarn.
• We have applied eWarn to two large commercial banks, both of
which support more than one hundred million users, and indeed
achieved great effectiveness. We also shared four specific cases
during the practical usage of eWarn.

2 MOTIVATION & PROBLEM FORMULATION
2.1 Background: Alert and Its Management
For online service systems, alerts are a key data source for recording
the anomalies generated from various system components. More
specifically, monitoring systems continuously collect various data
(e.g., metrics [46], logs [19, 31], and traces [55, 56]) from various
service components, and engineers manually define many rules to
check these monitoring data to ensure service availability. When a
certain rule is violated, an alert would be generated to report the
anomaly. For example, when a metric (e.g., CPU utilization) exceeds
a pre-defined threshold or some keywords (e.g., “error”, “failed” or
“timeout”) appear in logs, alerts would be generated. Table 1 shows
examples of alerts from EPAY service in bank A. Each alert has
many attributes, and we only show several important attributes due
to the space limit. In this table, the columns represent the occurring
time of an alert, the detailed textual description about an alert, the
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Table 1: Examples of alerts with multiple attributes
Time
2020-02-03 08:24:11
2020-02-03 08:25:34
2020-02-03 08:26:04
2020-02-03 08:26:51

Content
Authentication failure for SNMP request from host P13.
Can’t get Weblogic queue (EPAYAPP). Timeout.
The utilization of file system /home/etl441 is 82%, exceeding 80%.
Business success rate is 88%, lower than 90%.

server generating an alert1 , the service generating an alert, the
severity of an alert (“1” refers to the highest severity), the type of
an alert, respectively.
Due to the importance of alerts, an alert management system is
important for service system maintenance. Usually, when alerts are
sent to the alert management system, the system handles them by
three main steps: 1) Alert pre-processing, which filters out duplicate
and redundant alerts by the means of alert denoising, compression,
and/or correlation [29, 35, 47]. 2) Alert diagnosis, which prioritizes
alerts [24], and then assigns each alert to the responsible team and
engineers in the team diagnose it as soon as possible [14]. 3) Alert
post-processing, which writes diagnosis reports and gains insights
to guide the future improvement of alert management.

2.2

Practice of Incident Prediction with Alerts

By communicating with our industry partners, i.e., two top commercial banks A and B in the country, both of them confirmed the
importance and feasibility of incident prediction based on alerts
so that some proactive actions can be adopted in advance to avoid
incidents and the corresponding economic loss. Moreover, both of
them have tried to adopt some simple methods to predict incidents
based on alerts in practice.
The practice of incident prediction with alerts in A is that,
they use the technique of association rule mining [21] (e.g., FPGrowth [22]) to automatically discover omen alerts for incidents.
For example, if an alert always happens before an incident, this
alert would be used to predict the incident. However, according
to feedback from engineers, this method can only cover a very
small set of incidents since most incidents do not have frequently
associated alerts and cannot be accurately predicted in this way.
The practice of incident prediction with alerts in B is that, they
devote many efforts to manually summarize a set of prediction rules
based on their experience and domain knowledge. Table 2 presents
some examples of rules summarized for incident prediction in B.
Taking the first one as an example (No.1), if the alerts with the
keyword “TCP is not responding” appear at least once (#Matching),
last for at least three minutes (Duration), involve four different
servers (#Servers), and do not happen in the period of software
change (Change), engineers infer that the involved servers would
be down (Incident). However, the rule-based incident prediction
method performs not well in practice due to the following reasons.
First, it is time-consuming and tedious to manually summarize these
rules from a large amount of historical data. Second, the design
and maintenance of the rules require experienced experts with
rich domain knowledge, and in the meanwhile different engineers
tend to have their own preference when designing rules. Third, the
1 Due

to confidentiality, we do not disclose the IP addresses and use P* to denote
different servers.

Server
P10
P31
P72
P2

Service
EPAY
EPAY
EPAY
EPAY

Current time
Observation
Lead
window 𝑤
Time 𝑡%

𝑡−𝑤

𝑡
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3
2
2
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Prediction
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Type
Network
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OS
Application

Others
...
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？
𝑡 + 𝑡% + 𝑡$

Time

Figure 1: Problem formulation of incident prediction
rule-based method cannot adapt to the dynamic environment and
concept drift [45] can largely affect manually-summarized rules,
causing that engineers have to spend many efforts in manually
checking and re-summarizing the rules.
In summary, it is indeed important to predict incidents based on
alert data but the current practices are very unsatisfactory. Thus, it
is necessary to propose an effective automatic incident prediction
approach based on alert data, largely motivating our work.

2.3

Problem Formulation

Motivated by existing related works [37, 40, 50], we formulate the
problem of incident prediction as time window classification. We
use Figure 1 to illustrate the problem formulation. To ensure the
real-time online prediction, we adopt the strategy of moving time
window with size w and a fixed step ∆t. For the current time t,
we get the observation window [t − w, t]. Then, we use alert data
within the observation window to predict whether an incident will
occur within the prediction window [t + tl , t + tl + tp ]. Lead time
(tl ) in Figure 1 is the minimum time interval that engineers need to
react to an early warning (e.g., master-standby switch). That is, we
have to leave enough time (i.e., Lead time) for engineers to handle
the early warning after predicting an incident. To complete the
prediction task, collecting training data is required. In historical
data, if there is an incident occurring within the prediction window,
the corresponding observation window is labeled as a positive
sample (i.e., an omen window). Otherwise, it is labeled as a negative
sample (i.e., a non-omen window).
Note that we adopt the moving window strategy to ensure realtime prediction, and thus an incident could appear in several prediction windows (since ∆t tends to be smaller than tp , some prediction
windows have overlaps). That is, we could obtain several adjacent
positive windows (omen windows) for an incident, and the number
of positive windows is tp /∆t. The larger/smaller the size of a prediction window is, the more/less positive windows we can obtain.
That is, the value of tp could directly affect the labeling quality,
which will be discussed in detail in § 4.5. Other parameter settings
(i.e., ∆t, w, and tl ) will be presented in detail in § 4.1.3.

3

APPROACH

In this section, we propose a real-time and lightweight approach,
named eWarn (short for early Warning), to predicting incidents
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Table 2: Illustrating examples of rule-based incident prediction with alerts
No.
1
2
3

Keywords
TCP is not responding
CPU & currently 100%
#Sessions exceeds threshold

#Matching
1
2
2

Incident
tickets

+
Training
data

Prediction
Training

Feature
extraction

Duration
3min
5min
5min

Online data

Feature engineering
with MIL
Historical
alert data

Severity
2
2
2

Feature
aggregation

Interpretable
analysis

Classifier

Early
warning

Figure 2: Overview of eWarn
in advance based on alert data. According to § 2.3, for a system,
we collect a set of time windows (i.e., observation windows) with
historical alert data and their labels as training data. However, to
solve the problem, eWarn has to overcome the following challenges:
1) Since an alert contains many attributes presented in § 2.1, which
alert information should be identified as the features for effectively
predicting incidents is the first challenge; 2) Since an observation
window contains a number of alerts and not all the alerts are helpful to anticipate incidents, how to reduce the influence of noisy
alerts is the second challenge; 3) After predicting an incident, it is
also important to interpret the relationship between the predicted
incident and the alerts in the observation window, which is helpful
for engineers to understand and handle this incident in practice
and is also the third challenge.
Figure 2 shows the overview of eWarn. eWarn consists of four
main steps. First, eWarn conducts feature engineering to identify
a set of effective and interpretable features from alert data in an
observation window to overcome the first challenge. Second, eWarn
incorporates multi-instance learning (MIL) [11, 42] to distinguish
helpful alerts and noisy alerts in an observation window to overcome the second challenge. Third, based on the set of training data
with identified features and labels, eWarn further processes them
(i.e., dealing with class imbalance) and builds a classification model
via machine learning, which is used to predict whether an incident
will occur within a prediction window based on incoming alert data
in real time. Fourth, after predicting an incident, eWarn sends an
early warning to notify engineers. In the meanwhile, eWarn adopts
LIME [38], a state-of-the-art explanation technique, to interpret
the prediction results for engineers to facilitate the understanding
and handling of the incident, which is used to overcome the third
challenge. In the following, we present each step in detail.

3.1

Identifying Features

We identify two types of features from alert data to predict incidents
in eWarn, i.e., textual features and statistical features [53].
3.1.1 Textual Features. As shown in Table 1, the most informative attribute in alert data is its textual content, and the rule-based
incident prediction method also focuses on the alert content (Keywords in Table 2). Therefore, we extract textual features from alert
contents as the first type of features in eWarn.
In the literature, many existing methods have been proposed
for textual feature extraction or text representation, which can

#Servers
4
2
1

Change
No
No
No

Incident
Server may be down
System performance degradation
Transaction with long response time

be divided into two categories. The first one is statistical method,
such as Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [8]
and Topic Model [10], which are based on word frequency. The
second one is neural network based method, such as word2vec [34],
TextCNN [27], and FastText [26]. Here, we choose Topic Model in
the first category to extract textual features in eWarn due to the
following reasons. First, the neural network based methods depend
on a huge amount of training data and suffer from high computation
costs. Moreover, it is difficult to gain interpretable insights from
black-box models built via neural networks. Second, the classical
TF-IDF method could produce a very high-dimensional feature
vector, leading to the curse of dimensionality problem in machine
learning.
In particular, eWarn adopts the widely-used topic model, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10], to extract textual features. In LDA,
each document (referring to all the alert contents within a time
window in eWarn) is viewed as a mixture of various topics with
different probabilities and the topic probability distribution is used
as the feature vector of the time window. Each topic is characterized
by a distribution of words that frequently co-occur in the document.
Hence, LDA can find hidden semantic information existing in the
window, which is helpful for incident prediction since positive
windows may have similar topic distributions. More specifically,
eWarn first treats all the alert contents within a time window as a
document by concatenating these contents after stop words removal
and tokenization, then uses historical time windows to build an LDA
model, and finally obtains feature vectors based on the LDA model
for both incoming time windows and historical time windows.
Note that LDA requires an input, i.e., the number of topics (denoted as K). The setting of K should consider the trade-off between more coarse-grained (smaller K) and more fine-grained topics (larger K). eWarn determines the number of topics based on
the coherence score [39], which is a popular metric to evaluate the
quality of output topics and the corresponding keywords. As a result, after feature representation via LDA, eWarn obtains the textual
feature vector with K dimensions for each time window, where
each element refers to the probability of each topic.
3.1.2 Statistical Feature. In addition to textual features extracted
from alert contents, inspired by Table 2, some other attributes are
also important for incident prediction and we identify them as the
second type of features in eWarn, called statistical features [53]. In
particular, we summarize the extracted statistical features in eWarn
into the following four categories:
• Alert count, refers to the number of alerts that occur within a
time window, including the total number of alerts, the number of
alerts with different severities (1 ∼ 3), the number of alerts with
different types (e.g., application, database, memory, middleware,
network, hardware, etc.). We infer that the more alerts there are
in the window, the more likely incidents will occur.
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• Window time, refers to the time of a window. Considering the occurrence of incidents may be related to time (e.g., some incidents
tend to occur during business hours), we collect a series of time
features, including hour of the day, weekend or not, day of week,
business hours or not, etc.
• Inter-arrival time, refers to the average time interval between
contiguous alerts in a time window. Intuitively, if alerts occur
more intensively, an incident is more likely to occur.
• Others. Inspired by Table 2 and domain knowledge, we also consider additional features such as the number of alerting servers
during a time window (the more servers involved, the more likely
an incident will occur), whether in the software change period
(software change is error-prone and needs more attention).
In summary, all these features used in eWarn are identified based
on careful data analysis and domain knowledge from experts. Discussions with several industry partners demonstrate the generality
of these features in eWarn. Furthermore, eWarn also supports adding
or removing some features according to the application scenarios,
but the core idea and pipeline of eWarn are general. In particular,
we also conduct an experiment to investigate the performance of
each type of feature, which will be presented in § 4.3.2.

3.2

Bypassing Noisy Alerts via Multi-Instance
Learning

Usually, features are directly extracted from each observation window. However, not all alerts in an observation window are helpful
to predict incidents, and the omen alerts may be flooded in the nonomen alerts. Due to the existence of noisy alerts in an observation
window, directly extracting features from the observation window
could lead to performance degradation [42, 50].
To reduce the influence of noisy alerts, eWarn adopts multiinstance learning (MIL) [11]. It splits an observation window into
multiple small instance windows, where an observation window
is regarded as a bag and each bag contains multiple instances (i.e.,
instance windows). MIL explores more fine-grained time windows
(i.e., instance windows with size ti ) to bypass noisy alerts. That
is, under the framework of MIL, eWarn first extracts features from
each instance window instead of extracting features from the whole
observation window, and then aggregates the features of these instances into the features of a bag that is used for building a classification model. If an instance window does not contain many
helpful alerts, it is feasible to assign a small weight to the instance
during the aggregation process and thus reduce the influence of
noisy alerts. In the following we present the brief background of
MIL and how to aggregate instance features to a bag feature.
Brief Background of MIL. MIL assumes that negative bags contain only negative instances and positive bags contain at least one
positive instance. Formally, let Y be the label of a bag X containing a
set of instances X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , xm }. Each instance x i corresponds
to a label yi . The label of the bag is given by:

+1, if ∃yi yi = +1,
Y =
(1)
−1, if ∀yi yi = −1.
For incident prediction, it is also more reasonable to assume that
at least one instance before the occurrence of an incident carries
an omen signature than to assume that all the instances in the
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observation window carry an omen signature, which is another
reason why MIL is helpful to reduce the influence of noisy alerts.
Clustering-Based Feature Aggregation. There are some existing works about bag feature aggregation in the field of MIL, e.g., simple feature averaging (or using minimum/maximum feature) [42],
using neural network to learn instance weights [36], and adopting
some statistical methods to compute instance weights [12].
In eWarn, it directly uses feature averaging to obtain bag features
for negative bags, since all the instances in a negative bag are nonomen and they would share the same weight. For positive bags, the
instances that contain many omen alerts (omen instances) should
be assigned to larger weights, while the instances that contain
a lot of noisy alerts (non-omen instances) should be assigned to
smaller wights. Here, eWarn distinguishes omen alerts and noisy
alerts by the method of clustering based on the observation that
omen instances tend to be similar and appear more than once in
training data, while non-omen instances tend to be various and
even chaotic.
More specifically, eWarn adopts Hierarchical Clustering [20] to
cluster the instances from all the positive bags in training data.
Actually, eWarn is not specific to this clustering algorithm, and
we choose it since it does not require to pre-define the number
of expected groups. With our above-mentioned observation, we
suppose the clusters with more instances are more likely to be the
clusters of omen instances and thus the instances in these clusters
should get larger weights, while the clusters with few instances
(also called outliers in clustering) are more likely to be the clusters
of non-omen instances. Formally, for the bag X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , xm },
the weight of the instance x i (i = 1, . . . , m) is calculated as:
w′
n(c x i )
w i = Ím i ′ , w i′ =
(2)
w
n
j=1 j
where the left formula aims to normalize the weight w i′ , c x i is the
cluster that x i belongs to, n(c x i ) is the size of the cluster c x i , m is
the number of instances in this bag, and n is the total number of
instances from all the positive bags in training data. For the instance
windows in testing data with unknown bag labels, we assign each
instance window to the corresponding cluster based on the distance
between the instance to each cluster center, and the weight can
also be obtained using Eq.(2).
After obtaining the weight of each instance in a bag, the aggregated feature for this bag is calculated as:
m
Õ
fb =
(w i × fi )
(3)
i=1

where fi is the feature of the instance x i . We also conduct an
experiment to investigate the necessity and effectiveness of MIL in
eWarn, which will be presented in § 4.3.1.

3.3

Building a Classification Model

After obtaining bag features, eWarn will build a classification model
via machine learning. Before that, it first addresses the problem
of data imbalance. More specifically, for an online service system,
the occurring frequency of incidents is very low, otherwise the
service quality and user experience would be destroyed. Therefore,
the number of positive observation windows and negative ones
are very imbalanced, which leads to a significant challenge to the
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Table 3: Statistical information of datasets

Current time: 2020-02-22 10:20:00
Warning: There is a probability of 0.76 that incident of “Long response time of this
service” will occur during 10:30-11:00. Please take actions!

1

Prediction probability

2 Feature contribution
Neg

Neg

0.24

Pos

0.76

Server 0.00

4 Topic and keywords

Pos

Topic#27

0.5

Topic#5

0.08

Topic#4

0.01

level3

1

Weekend

0

Hour10

1

Topic#14

0.00

Server

2

Level3 0.00
Weekend 0.00
Hour10 0.00
Topic#14 0.00

low

Topic #27

Oracle, AAS (average active session), SQL, lock, connection…

Topic #5

switch, port, unaccessible, network, ping…

Topic #4

response, packet, order, accounting, communication…

Figure 3: An example interpretable report on a prediction
objective of simultaneously achieving both high precision and high
recall for machine learning based incident prediction.
To better handle imbalance data, eWarn adopts the widely-used
SMOTE [13] oversampling strategy to balance the positive samples
and negative ones, in which the minority class (positive windows)
is over-sampled by creating synthetic examples through finding
k-nearest neighbors along the minority class. In particular, we also
conduct an experiment to show the effectiveness and necessity of
adopting SMOTE in eWarn, which will be presented in § 4.3.3.
Based on the processed training set, eWarn adopts the gradient
boosting tree based model (XGBoost) [17] to build a classification
model. XGBoost is fundamentally a regression tree that has the
same decision rule as the traditional decision tree model. Some of
the major benefits of XGBoost are its high scalability/parallelism, efficiency, and outstanding performance. Besides, tree-based models
naturally have the ability of feature selection. With the built classification model, in the running process of the system, eWarn predicts
whether an incident will occur within the prediction window in
real time based on the current observation window.

3.4

System
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11

Feature value

Topic#27 0.01

high

Topic#5 0.01
Topic#4 0.01

3

Interpretability Analysis

When an incident is predicted by eWarn, an early warning will be
sent to notify engineers, so that they can adopt some proactive
actions in advance. In addition, eWarn also provides an explanation
report about the prediction along with the early warning, to facilitate engineers to understand and handle this incident in practice.
Here, eWarn adopts Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) [38] to explain a prediction result by providing relative
feature contributions for a single sample to the prediction result.
More specifically, LIME is developed to identify an interpretable
model that is locally faithful for each individual prediction. It learns
a locally weighted linear model on this neighborhood data to explain each of classes in an interpretable way.
We illustrate an example report for engineers generated by
eWarn in Figure 3. The generated report contains four parts. The
first part reports the predicted probability that an incident will occur within the prediction window based on an observation window.
The second part reports feature contributions, whose values are the
weights calculated by the linear model in LIME (approximating the

#Alerts
18,821
13,315
14,211
9,499
9,592
13,811
6,766
9,808
8,770
127,619
69,999

#Incidents
173
214
59
27
48
39
46
26
72
227
148

#Positive
524
392
322
161
165
101
272
149
510
1,125
1,012

#Negative
8,460
7,907
4,014
6,176
7,886
8,603
3,310
1,873
6,196
15,035
13,057

behavior of our XGBoost classifier). The value of each feature is presented in the third part ranking based on feature contributions. The
report also contains detailed information (corresponding keywords)
of each topic (the fourth part), so that engineers can understand
each topic intuitively. In particular, the most important feature may
be related to the root cause of the predicted incident, which may
assist engineers in incident troubleshooting. For example, the most
important feature in this example is Topic#27, whose keywords are
all related to database, and thus we infer that the root cause comes
from database (we will discuss the real case in detail in § 5.1).
Therefore, with an explainable report, engineers not only benefit
from early warnings of incidents, but also gain some inspiration
for incident diagnosis.

4

EVALUATION

In the study, we aim to address the following research questions:
• RQ1: How does eWarn perform in predicting incidents?
• RQ2: Does each main component in eWarn contribute to eWarn?
• RQ3: How does eWarn perform in terms of efficiency?
• RQ4: How the choice of parameters affects eWarn?

4.1

Experimental Setup

4.1.1 Dataset. In the study, we used 11 representative online service systems from bank A, which supports more than one hundred
million users and includes hundreds of service systems (We do not
disclose the service names due to the confidentiality in the bank.).
For each system, engineers provided us three-year alert data and
incidents. Table 3 presents the details of the datasets used in our
study, including the number of alerts, the number of incidents, and
the number of positive/negative windows for each online service
system. Note that, if an observation window contains too few alerts
(i.e., less than 3 alerts), it is virtually impossible to extract either
the omen pattern or the non-omen pattern from it, and thus we
discarded these windows in the study. We split these data into
training, validation and testing sets with a ratio of 6: 2: 2 in the
chronological order. Note that, the positive samples and negative
samples are indeed imbalance, ranging from 1:10 to 1:100.
4.1.2 Measurements. In the study, we adopted the widely-used
classification metrics, i.e., precision, recall, and F1-score, as our
P ) measures the percentage of inmeasurements. Precision ( T PT+F
P
cidents really occurring within the prediction windows among all
P ) measures the percentage
the predicted incidents. Recall ( T PT+F
N
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of incidents that are correctly predicted in advance among all the
incidents. F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. In
addition, a classification threshold is required to give a binary result
from probability and compute precision/recall, and here we decided
the threshold based on the best performance on the validation set.
Actually, false negative is much severer than false positive for incident prediction, since the cost of missing an incident is much larger
than that of investigating a false alarm. Therefore, we pay more
attention to recall in our study.
Furthermore, considering the practicability of our proposed approach in the real world, we also measured the time efficiency of
eWarn. We recorded the time spent on the offline training stage,
which learns a classifier for observation window classification, and
the time spent on the online prediction stage, which provides a
prediction result for the current observation window in real time.
4.1.3 Parameters and Environment. There exist several parameters
in the problem formulation of eWarn, i.e., observation window size
(w), step of moving window (∆t), lead time (tl ), prediction window
size (tp ) and instance size (ti ). Based on grid search of parameters
and the discussions with our industry partners (i.e., banks A and B),
we set ∆t = 10min (eWarn conducts a prediction every 10 minutes),
w = 60min, tl = 10min and ti = 10min. The selection of prediction
window size will be discussed in § 4.5.
About the parameters in eWarn, the number of topics is decided
based on coherence score [39] (presented in § 3.1.1). The positive
samples are oversampled by SMOTE with a 1:10 sampling rate. We
used the default settings of XGBoost provided by the xgboost library [7]. For the compared approaches (to be introduced in § 4.2),
we set the support threshold in FP-Growth to be 0.3 and used the parameter settings of AirAlert and TF-IDF-LSTM provided by their papers respectively [18, 49]. For the hyperparameters of TextCNN [27]
(§ 4.3.2), we set them as follows: the word-embedding size is 100,
the kernel size and stride of 1-D convolution layer are 8 and 1 respectively, the pool size and stride of the average pooling layer are
2 and 1 respectively, the hidden size of the fully connected layer is
128. For the hyperparameters of FastText [26] (§ 4.3.2), we set them
as follows: the embedding model is cbow, the size of the context
window is 5, and the size of word vectors is 100. For the compared
Deep Neural Network method for building a classification model
(§ 4.3.3), we used three fully connected layers and the hidden size is
128. All these three neural network based methods adopt the adam
optimizer with the learning rate of 0.01 and 30 epochs. We set these
hyperparameters based on the grid search and the validation set.
eWarn and all the compared approaches are implemented by
Python with widely-used libraries, including NumPy [4],pandas [5],
scikit-learn [6], xgboost [7] and Keras [3]. Our study was conducted
on Ubuntu 18.04.1 with 24-core Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v3 @
2.40GHz, 64 GB memory, 64-bit operating system.

4.2

Overall Performance of eWarn

To answer RQ1, we compared eWarn with the following existing
approaches to demonstrate the effectiveness of eWarn in incident
prediction based on alert data.
• AirAlert [18], which is the state-of-the-art alert-based incident
prediction approach, uses the number of different kinds of alerts
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within an observation window as features and utilizes XGBoost
to conduct binary classification.
• TF-IDF-LSTM [49] is proposed to predict a specific type of failure
(cluster failure) based on log data, which can be adapted to our
problem (incident prediction based on alert data). It uses TF-IDF
to extract textual features from the observation window and
uses Long short-term memory (LSTM) [23] to predict incidents.
Although some other recent works also focus on predicting a
specific type of failures [28, 50], they are designed for a specific
scenario and thus cannot be applied to alert data.
• FP-Growth [22] is a classical association rule mining method [21],
and can be used to predict incidents by mining the correlated
alerts that always occur before incidents occur. This approach
is the practice of bank A presented in § 2.2. More specifically, it
mines the frequent alerts with high support and confidence from
historical data before the occurrence of incidents. During the
process of online prediction, once these alerts occur, it predicts
that an incident will occur within the prediction window.
Table 4 shows the precision, recall, and F1-score comparison
results between eWarn and these compared approaches for 11 online
service systems. From this table, we find that eWarn outperforms
all the three compared approaches on average in terms of all the
measurements (i.e., precision, recall, and F1-score). In particular,
the best F1-score of eWarn achieves 0.98 and its average F1-score
is 0.82, while the average F1-score of AirAlert, TF-IDF-LSTM, and
FP-Growth is only 0.51, 0.60, and 0.10, respectively. Please note that,
not the incidents of all systems can be predicted with very high
precision and recall (e.g., S3 and S8). This is because some incidents
may occur by chance due to some unexpected factors and thus can
not be predicted in advance, which will be discussed in detail in
§ 5.2. Besides, considering false negative is more important than
false positive in our problem, eWarn indeed achieves stably high
recall compared with the three compared approaches in general. In
particular, the worst recall of eWarn is 0.69, while the worst recall
of AirAlert, TF-IDF-LSTM, and FP-Growth is 0.24, 0.31, and even 0,
respectively. Actually, eWarn can achieve higher recall (e.g., 100%
recall with no false negatives) by tuning the classification threshold,
but this will also lead to precision degradation.
We further analyzed the reasons why the compared approaches
perform not well. For AirAlert, it only utilizes the number of each
kind of alert as features, which cannot represent the complex alert
data very well. The hidden semantic features of alerts, alert time
and some other information should also be considered. TF-IDFLSTM extracts textual features by TF-IDF, which is based on only
word frequency, and in the meanwhile TF-IDF could produce highdimensional feature vectors, which is unfriendly for classification.
Besides, the moving time window formulation in eWarn (presented
in Section 2.3) has considered the time dependency, and thus LSTM
cannot make additional contributions to the performance compared
with eWarn and it also increases the computation costs (to be presented in § 4.4). For FP-growth, it performs rather poorly since
omen patterns are very complicated and cannot be captured by
simple alert matching. Besides, since an alert data has multiple
attributes (shown in Table 1) and the alert content has many parameters (e.g., different metric values, ports, API names, IP addresses,
etc.), it is very hard to find frequent alerts from historical positive
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Table 4: Precision (P), recall (R) and F1-score (F) comparison between eWarn and compared approaches
Approach
System
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
Average

P
0.86
0.86
0.61
0.92
0.75
0.96
0.73
0.56
0.92
0.70
0.81
–

eWarn
R
0.82
0.97
0.83
0.84
0.86
1.00
0.71
0.92
0.98
0.79
0.69
–

F
0.84
0.91
0.70
0.88
0.80
0.98
0.72
0.69
0.95
0.76
0.75
0.82

P
0.46
0.81
0.41
0.34
0.34
0.21
0.65
0.22
0.53
0.55
0.28
–

AirAlert
R
0.82
0.94
0.24
0.81
0.29
1.00
0.53
1.00
1.00
0.86
0.57
–

F
0.59
0.87
0.31
0.48
0.32
0.35
0.59
0.36
0.69
0.67
0.37
0.51

TF-IDF-LSTM
P
R
F
0.93 0.73 0.82
0.80 0.88 0.84
0.23 0.76 0.35
0.58 0.39 0.46
0.14 0.31 0.19
0.91 1.00 0.95
0.67 0.73 0.69
0.17 1.00 0.30
0.92 0.98 0.95
0.52 0.90 0.66
0.25 0.52 0.34
–
–
0.60

windows. More importantly, all of the three approaches do not deal
with the negative effect caused by noisy alerts.
Overall, compared with the three approaches, eWarn is indeed
able to predict incidents with higher precision, recall, and F1-score.

4.3

Contributions of Main Components

To answer RQ2, we investigated the contributions of three main
components in eWarn to its overall performance, including the
multi-instance learning formulation, the feature engineering component, and the classification model building component.
4.3.1 Contribution of Multi-instance Learning Formulation. As presented in § 3.2, eWarn adopts multi-instance learning [11, 42] to
reduce the influence of noisy alerts. To investigate the contribution
of MIL in eWarn, we compared eWarn with a variant of eWarn that
directly extracts features from each observation window without
splitting it into multiple instance windows. The last column (W/o
MIL) in Table 4 shows the performance of the variant of eWarn. We
find that the variant of eWarn without MIL indeed performs worse
than eWarn in terms of all the measurements (i.e., precision, recall,
F1-score) in general. In particular, the average F1-score drops from
0.82 to 0.66 after removing MIL from eWarn. In the meanwhile, the
performance of the variant of eWarn is the same as that of eWarn for
two online service systems (i.e., S6, and S9), probably because there
are little noisy data for them. Overall, our multi-instance learning
formulation is indeed effective to bypass noisy data and is able to
improve the F1-score by nearly 20% on average.
4.3.2 Contribution of Feature Engineering. Faced with complex
alert data with multiple attributes, eWarn extracts a set of powerful
features to represent alert patterns, including textual features and
statistical features. To demonstrate the contribution of our feature
engineering, we first investigated the effectiveness of each type of
feature used in eWarn (i.e., textual features and statistical features).
That is, we evaluated the effectiveness of eWarn using only one type
of feature, whose results are shown in Table 5 (the third and fourth
columns). We find that eWarn incorporating both kinds of features
achieves an average F1-score of 0.82 while the average F1-score
of eWarn with only textual features is 0.69 and that of eWarn with
only statistical features is only 0.36. The results demonstrate the

FP-Growth
P
R
F
0.08 0.05 0.06
0.25 0.22 0.23
0.05 0.09 0.07
0.16 0.27 0.20
0.12 0.25 0.17
1.00 0.05 0.09
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.13 0.10 0.11
0.03 0.02 0.02
0.53 0.06 0.11
0.01 0.06 0.01
–
–
0.10

P
0.36
0.82
0.50
0.97
0.71
0.96
0.36
0.60
0.91
0.51
0.41
–

W/o MIL
R
0.80
0.97
0.67
0.52
0.39
1.00
0.76
0.61
0.98
0.92
0.53
–

F
0.50
0.89
0.57
0.68
0.51
0.98
0.49
0.61
0.95
0.66
0.46
0.66

Table 5: F1-score comparisons to demonstrate the effectiveness of feature engineering in eWarn
System

eWarn

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
Average

0.84
0.91
0.70
0.88
0.80
0.98
0.72
0.69
0.95
0.76
0.75
0.82

Only
Textual
0.62
0.88
0.48
0.73
0.57
0.90
0.69
0.48
0.84
0.70
0.68
0.69

Only statistical
0.51
0.19
0.30
0.26
0.41
0.38
0.44
0.37
0.29
0.49
0.35
0.36

TextCNN FastText
0.54
0.34
0.37
0.45
0.50
0.61
0.56
0.38
0.42
0.64
0.47
0.48

0.57
0.40
0.43
0.47
0.53
0.65
0.52
0.41
0.48
0.69
0.45
0.51

contribution of each type of feature, and textual features are more
powerful than statistical features for incident prediction.
We then investigated the effectiveness of our white-box interpretable method for textual feature representation (i.e., LDA) compared with two popular black-box neural network based textual feature representation methods, i.e., TextCNN [27] and FastText [26],
whose results are shown in the last two columns in Table 5. We find
that eWarn using LDA significantly outperforms the two neural
network based methods. The average F1-score of the former is 0.82
while those of the latter two are only 0.48 and 0.51, respectively. This
is because the two methods designing for natural language rely on a
sufficiently large training corpus. However, strictly speaking, alert
contents are domain-specific (IT operations) and semi-structured
short texts, so the two methods perform not well in our scenario.
More importantly, eWarn does not use the two methods since features extracted from these black-box models are hardly associated
with domain knowledge directly. In contrast, eWarn carefully designs a set of effective textual features and statistical features based
on the white-box interpretable method and domain experience,
which not only have physical significance but also can be easily
understood by engineers.

Real-Time Incident Prediction for Online Service Systems

eWarn

DNN

RF
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Table 6: Average time cost comparison between eWarn and
compared approaches

W/o SMOTE

F1-score

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

S11

Approaches
eWarn
AirAlert
TF-IDF-LSTM
FP-Growth

Offline learning (min)
9.07
3.86
32.30
2.70

Online prediction (s)
0.04
0.06
1.13
0.04

4.3.3 Effectiveness of Classification Model Building. We evaluated
the effectiveness of the classification model building in eWarn from
two aspects: building a classifier via XGBoost and handling the data
imbalance problem.
To investigate the effectiveness of building a classifier via XGBoost in eWarn, we compared XGBoost with two widely-used machine learning algorithms, i.e., Deep Neural Network (DNN) [9] (the
used network structure has been introduced in § 4.1.3) and Random
Forest (RF) [9], whose results are shown in Figure 4. We find that
XGBoost indeed outperforms the other two algorithms and RF also
performs well in terms of F1-score, indicating that our features can
be modeled well by tree structures. The results demonstrate the
effectiveness of XGBoost for incident prediction.
To investigate the necessity of dealing with the data imbalance
problem, we compared eWarn with a variant of eWarn that does not
deal with this data imbalance problem (i.e., removing SMOTE from
eWarn), whose results are shown in Figure 4 (W/o SMOTE). We find
that eWarn performs better than its variant without SMOTE for all
the studied online service systems. Without SMOTE, the F1-score
of eWarn drops about 0.04 ∼ 0.16, demonstrating the contribution
of dealing with the data imbalance problem in eWarn.
To sum up, our classification model building component in eWarn
is effective in both building a classifier via XGBoost and handling
the data imbalance problem.

4.4

Efficiency

As a real-time incident prediction approach, time efficiency is a
vital factor. For incoming alert data, if the prediction result cannot
be provided in time, it could cause that engineers cannot take immediate actions to prevent the incident. Table 6 presents the average
time costs of eWarn and three compared approaches for all the
online service systems, including offline learning time and online
prediction time. We find that the average online prediction time of
all these approaches are quite small, i.e., no more than 1.13 seconds.
That is, it is very efficient for eWarn to provide the prediction result
for the current observation window. Although the training time
of eWarn (i.e., 9.07 minutes) is slightly larger than AirAlert (i.e.,
3.86 minutes) and FP-Growth (i.e., 2.70 minutes), the time cost is
actually acceptable since the training process is conducted offline.
Among these approaches, TF-IDF-LSTM has significantly longer
training time (up to 32.30 minutes), which could take up many
resources during training and cannot be conducive to efficiently
update the learned model. Overall, eWarn has acceptable offline
training time and negligible online prediction time, indicating that
eWarn is indeed practical in the real world.

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

F1-score

Figure 4: F1-score comparisons to demonstrate the effectiveness of the classification model building in eWarn

F1-score

System

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0.6
0.4
0.2

0

40

80

120 160 200 240

Prediction window size

(a) S2

0.0

0

40

80

120 160 200 240

Prediction window size

(b) S8

Figure 5: Two examples to show the effect of different prediction windows sizes (minutes) on F1-score

4.5

Effect of Parameters

Some parameters in eWarn have been introduced in § 4.1.3. Here, we
mainly discuss the effect of the prediction window size on prediction
performance. As mentioned in § 2.3, the prediction window size (tp )
is a vital parameter since it directly affects the labeling quality. Due
to the space limit, we took two online service systems as examples
to illustrate the influence of tp on the performance of eWarn, whose
results are shown in Figure 5. In the figure, the x-axis represents
different prediction window sizes while the y-axis represents F1score. Intuitively, the size of prediction windows has a significant
influence on the performance of eWarn, since it directly affects
the quality of labeling. More specifically, too large tp may lead to
an increase of false-positive observation windows during labeling,
while too small tp may lead to missing some positive windows.
From Figure 5, the influence of tp is indeed confirmed, and also the
best tp varies for the incidents of different systems. For example,
the best tp for S2 and S8 is 70 and 90, respectively. Therefore, it is
necessary to set an appropriate prediction window size for each
system. In our study, we identified the best prediction window size
based on the performance on the validation set for each system,
which is also applicable in practice since the historical data is usually
accessible, especially in large companies. More discussions about
the prediction window size can be found in § 5.2.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Success Stories
5.1.1 Incident Prediction. We have successfully applied eWarn to
two top commercial banks (i.e., A and B) in the country. Based
on the feedback from engineers, eWarn is appreciated to be able to
successfully assist them to anticipate incidents in advance, so that
proactive actions can be taken to prevent system unavailability. In
the following, we present four success cases collected from practice.
Case I: Long service response time caused by slow SQL. Response time is a key performance indicator of a service, and long
response time would destroy user experience. Root cause of this
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Figure 6: An example to illustrate the relationship between
incident prediction and incident diagnosis
incident is database index fault, so it took a long time to execute
several large SQL statements. Before the incident happens, eWarn
successfully forecasted it based on database related alerts.
Case II: Frequent failed transactions caused by fullGC. Frequent failed transactions in banks would lead to user complaint and
huge economic loss. More specifically, this incident was caused by
buggy code imported by a recent software change, which created
many objects occupying too much heap space and led to frequent
fullGC. It was successfully predicted in advance by eWarn based
on some resource metric alerts (e.g., memory usage and JVM heap
usage) and JVM garbage collection (GC) log alerts.
Case III: Success rate of service degradation due to unexpected stress. For business in banks, low success rate is critical
and would affect the amount of transactions, leading to economic
loss. Due to an unexpected burst of user requests, CPU utilizations
of related servers were influenced. eWarn effectively captured the
omen patterns and predicted the incident accurately in advance.
Case IV: Server hang-up due to scheduled tasks. Server hangup is a common incident in the real world because of system overload, which would cause related tasks on this server to fail. In this
case, running scheduled tasks led to system overload, and the server
was unresponsive. This incident was predicted accurately based on
the alerts of related server resource metrics (e.g., I/O waiting time
and CPU utilization).
In summary, eWarn has the ability to identify omen patterns
from alert data and forecast incidents accurately in practice, which
can earn some bonus time for engineers to take some proactive
actions to prevent the incidents as soon as possible.
5.1.2 Incident Diagnosis. Although eWarn is designed for incident
prediction, it can also assist engineers for incident diagnosis. Even
though interpretable results provided by eWarn may not directly
pinpoint the root cause (e.g. hardware errors, misconfigurations,
or software bugs) of an incident, they can provide useful clues to
narrow down the search space of diagnosis. When eWarn gives a
positive result, the interpretable analysis component will tell engineers which feature makes the largest contribution to the predicted
result. The most important feature may be closely related to the
root cause of the incident.
Figure 6 takes case I above as an example to illustrate the relationship between incident prediction and incident diagnosis. eWarn
identifies the omen patterns from alert data to predict the incident of
“long service response time” precisely. Also, eWarn tells engineers
the most important feature (i.e., topic#27 with keywords “Oracle”,

“AAS (average active session)”, “SQL”, etc., shown in Figure 3). In
this way, engineers can infer that the possible root cause is related
to database, which indeed narrows down the search space of diagnosis. Subsequently, they can take further actions to locate the root
cause in database and prevent the incident as soon as possible.

5.2

Lessons Learned

We summarize some lessons learned from our study.
Not all incidents can be predicted well in advance. In spite
of the effectiveness of eWarn in predicting incidents, we have to
admit that not all incidents can be predicted well in advance. More
specifically, some sudden incidents caused by unexpected factors
(e.g., power outages) are difficult to be predicted. In our study, we
find that application-level (high-level) incidents are much easier
to be predicted. This is because high-level incidents are generally
caused by faults in low-level components, e.g., server, database and
network. Thus, eWarn can identify omen patterns from low-level
alerts to predict high-level incidents.
Prediction window size is important for incident prediction.
As presented in § 2.3 and § 4.5, the size of prediction windows
(tp ) has a significant influence on the performance of eWarn, since
it directly affects the quality of labeling. In general, increasing
the value of tp may increase the probability that an incident is
predicted (e.g., when tp is set to +∞, simply predicting that an
incident will occur would be always correct). If tp is too large, the
prediction is useless since it is not clear when exactly the incident
will occur. Therefore, it is important for incident prediction to set
an appropriate prediction window size.
Incremental Updating. Online service systems are complex and
dynamic as developers continuously commit code and introduce
new features. Consequently, new types of alerts and new omen
patterns of incidents may be introduced accordingly. This may
cause significant performance degradation if the prediction model
is trained based on a fixed set of historical data. To make eWarn
adapt to the dynamic environment and maintain the prediction
performance, we build an incremental training pipeline where our
model is trained with newly arriving alert data and incidents periodically, so that new patterns can be captured properly in time.
Besides, retraining a model on new data from scratch suffers from
high costs, but our XGBoost-based approach can be incrementally
updated to achieve stably good performance with negligible cost.

5.3

Threats to Validity

We identify the following threats to validity in our study:
Subject systems: In our study, we used alert data and incidents
from 11 different systems in a large commercial bank A. However,
the results might not represent other systems from other companies.
Actually, it is very challenging to get access to data from companies.
The bank we collaborate is very large-scale, which supports more
than one hundred million users and includes hundreds of service
systems, and thus we believe our results can demonstrate the value
of our proposed approach. Moreover, we have applied eWarn to
another large bank B (besides A) presented in § 5.1, further demonstrating the generality of eWarn. In the future, we will reduce this
threat by evaluating eWarn on more subject systems.
Measurements: To demonstrate the effectiveness of eWarn, we
used precision/recall/F1-score as measurements, which have been
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widely used in the prediction problem [42, 50]. Besides, we also consider the efficiency of eWarn. In the future, we will reduce this threat
by considering more comprehensive metrics, such as precisionrecall curve, FPR/TPR metrics, and how far ahead we can raise a
true early warning.
Noisy in labeling: For a well-performing machine learning model,
the training set and testing set should follow the same data distribution. However, some incidents are caused by some other unexpected
or external factors, where there are no omen patterns before the
incidents. These cases violate the assumption of independent and
identical distribution and cannot be effectively predicted in advance.
In our study, we ignored the effect caused by other factors and regarded them as positive samples. In the future, we will reduce this
threat by incorporating detailed information of incident tickets and
engineers’ experience to remove noisy positive labels.

We propose eWarn, a novel approach to predicting general incidents based on alert data, so as to take proactive actions to prevent
the incoming incidents and ensure the quality of software services.
Three key ideas of eWarn are an effective feature engineering component to deal with complex alert data, multi-instance learning
to handle noisy alerts, and interpretable analysis to generate an
interpretable report about the prediction result to facilitate the understanding and handling of incidents. An extensive study on 11
online service systems in a large commercial bank demonstrates the
effectiveness of eWarn (the average F1-score of 0.82), outperforming three compared approaches. Besides, our results also confirm
the contributions of main components in eWarn. In particular, real
deployments of eWarn in the real world further demonstrating its
practical performance.
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Incident Prediction. The most related work to ours is AirAlert [18],
which also aims to predict general incidents based on alert data.
However, it just simply considers the number of different kinds of
alerts and does not deal with noisy alerts, which has been demonstrated to be ineffective in our study. Different from it, eWarn systematically overcomes main challenges in alert-based incident prediction by careful feature engineering, MIL for bypassing noisy
alerts, and an interpretable generated report for a prediction result,
significantly outperforming AirAlert in our study.
There are also a great deal of efforts spent on predicting a specific
type of failures (which tend to be designed for a specific domain).
Moreover, these works utilize system logs or metrics for prediction.
For example, Prefix proposed in [50] utilizes switch log data to
predict switch failures, CDEF [48] and MING [30] utilizes related
metrics to predict disk failures and node failures, respectively. It is
common for a large-scale system to generate tens of TBs of logs and
more than thousands of metrics per day [31], leading to bringing
great challenges to learn and incrementally update a prediction
model and consuming a large amount of storage space and computing resources. Different from them, our work proposes a novel
approach to predicting general incidents based on lightweight alert
data, which are generated to report anomalies from other monitoring data such as metrics and logs and thus avoid processing massive
raw monitoring data. Our experimental results have demonstrated
the effectiveness of eWarn.
Alert Management. In recent years, tremendous efforts have been
devoted into alert management in both academia and industry. As
introduced in § 2.1, alert management techniques can be categorized
into three stages: alert pre-processing, alert diagnosis and alert
post-processing. Existing works mainly focus on how to reduce
the number of alerts (alert pre-processing). This is because various
service components could generate an overwhelming number of
alerts and the majority of alerts are duplicate or correlated. The
popular techniques of alert reduction include alert correlation [35]
and alert clustering [29, 47, 52]. There are also some works about
alert prioritization [24, 53], which aims to recommend severe alerts
to engineers, because the number of alerts is much more than what
engineers can properly investigate in practice. Different from them,
our work aims to utilize alert data to conduct incident prediction.
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